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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an apparatus for producing a porous optical fiber

preform capable of preventing the adhesion and deposition of glass particulates on the inside wall

side of a reaction vessel even if the volume of this reaction vessel is small.

SOLUTION: The porous optical fiber preform 6 is produced by depositing the glass particulates

synthesized in flames 3a, 4a of burners 3, 4 on a starting rod 5 within the reaction chamber 2 of the

reaction vessel 1. The reaction vessel 1 is provided with a discharge port 17 on the side opposite to

the installation side of the burners 3, 4 across the porous optical fiber preform 6 to discharge the

waste gases in the reaction chamber 2. The reaction chamber 2 is internally provided with flow

guide walls 18 respectively on both sides across the burners 3, 4. These flow guide walls 18 are

provided with many gas blow-off ports 20 for blowing off a gas for preventing glass particulate

adhesion into the reaction chamber 2.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In a reaction chamber of a reaction container, make a start rod deposit glass particles compounded in a flame of a

burner, and a porosity optical fiber preform is manufactured. In a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation which

establishes an exhaust port in the opposite side on both sides of said porosity optical fiber preform at said reaction container with

a said burner installation-side, and discharges exhaust gas in a reaction chamber A porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing

installation characterized by preparing a flow guide wall in both sides said whose burners were pinched within said reaction

container, respectively, and preparing a gas exit cone of a large number which make gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off

in said reaction chamber in these flow guide wall.

[Claim 2] In a reaction chamber of a reaction container, make a start rod deposit glass particles compounded in a flame of a

burner, and a porosity optical fiber preform is manufactured. In a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation which

establishes an exhaust port in the opposite side on both sides of said porosity optical fiber preform at said reaction container with

a said burner installation-side, and discharges exhaust gas in a reaction chamber A flow guide wall is prepared in both sides said

whose burners were pinched within said reaction container, respectively. A path of the rectification style is formed between these

flow guide walls, and means forming of the rectification style which passes a rectification wind from said burner of this path of

the rectification style to the upstream at said porosity optical fiber preform side is established. Into a portion of said flow guide

wall which counters each portion into which a gas stream and a flame from said burner flow along with a peripheral wall of said

porosity optical fiber preform A porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation characterized by preparing a gas exit

cone of a large number which make gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in said reaction chamber.

[Claim 3] A porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation according to claim 2 characterized by preparing a gas

supply path for glass-particles antisticking which became independent between said each flow guide wall and a wall of said

reaction container which counters this, respectively.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing

installation which a start rod is made to deposit the glass particles compounded in the flame of a burner, and manufactures a

porosity optical fiber preform in the reaction chamber of a reaction container.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing 4 is the cross-sectional view having shown the outline configuration of the conventional

porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation.

[0003] In this porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation, in the reaction chamber 2 of the reaction container 1, the

glass particles compounded in each flame 3a of the core burner 3 and the clad burner 4 and 4a are made to deposit on the lower

limit of the start rod 5, and the porosity optical fiber preform 6 is manufactured.

[0004] The means forming 14 of the rectification style which consists of a filter which inhales the open air to horizontal end

opening of the reaction container 1, and forms 13 of the rectification style in it by the side in which each burners 3 and 4 exist is

established.

[0005] With the installation side of the means forming 14 of the rectification style, on both sides of the porosity optical fiber

preform 6, an exhaust port 17 is established in the opposite side, and it is in the reaction container 1
.
Although not illustrated, the

suction means like exhaust air Blois is connected, by attracting the inside of a reaction chamber 2, atmospheric air is inhaled

through the means forming 14 of the rectification style by this exhaust port 17, and 13 of the rectification style is formed in it.

Taper section la is prepared in the reaction container 1 towards the exhaust port 17.

[0006] In such a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation, the glass particles compounded in each flame 3a of

each burners 3 and 4 and 4a, passing 13 of the rectification style formed by the means forming 14 of the rectification style to the

porosity optical fiber preform 6 side through each burners 3 and 4 are made to deposit on the lower limit of the start rod 5 which

goes up rotating, and the porosity optical fiber preform 6 is manufactured. In this case, when a lower part is seen from the upper

part of the porosity optical fiber preform 6, the gas stream and Flames 3a and 4a from each burners 3 and 4 will be carried out

for about 2 minutes, and will flow along with the peripheral wall of this porosity optical fiber preform 6, and the glass particles

compounded in each flame 3a and 4a will accumulate on the tip side of this porosity optical fiber preform 6.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in such a conventional porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing

installation of structure, when capacity of the reaction container 1 was made small, there was a trouble which the adhesion

deposition of the glass particles is carried out at the wall of the reaction container 1, and these deposited glass particles exfoliate

and carries out the reattachment to the porosity optical fiber preform 6 as a foreign matter in a portion with a narrow distance of

the porosity optical fiber preform 6 and the wall of the reaction container 1 . the capacity which will be attracted from the suction

means side of an exhaust port 17 if it does in this way although it is possible that capacity of the reaction container 1 is enlarged

and the distance of the porosity optical fiber preform 6 and the wall of the reaction container 1 enlarges as one means to avoid

this -- many -- not carrying out - it does not obtain but there is a trouble that processing equipment of the exhaust gas discharged

from a suction means in connection with this becomes large-scale. Moreover, in order to attract the atmospheric air by which the

interior of a room was air-conditioned, air-conditioning costs were also cut in many.

[0008] The purpose of this invention is to offer the porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation which can prevent

that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at the wall side of a reaction container, even if the capacity of a

reaction container is small.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention improves a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation which a

start rod is made to deposit glass particles compounded in a flame of a burner, a porosity optical fiber preform is manufactured,

and a burner installation-side establishes an exhaust port in the opposite side on both sides of a porosity optical fiber preform at a

reaction container, and discharges exhaust gas in a reaction chamber in a reaction chamber of a reaction container.

[0010] a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention - if it is, a flow guide wall is

prepared in both sides whose burners were pinched within a reaction container, respectively. A gas exit cone of a large number

which make gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in a reaction chamber in these flow guide wall is prepared.

[001 1] Thus, if a flow guide wall is prepared in both sides whose burners were pinched within a reaction container and a gas exit
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cone of a large number which make gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in a reaction chamber in these flow guide wall is

prepared, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at a wall side of a reaction container by

gas for glass-particles antisticking which blows off from these gas exit cone. For this reason, even if capacity of a reaction

container is small, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at a wall side of a reaction

container: Moreover, if capacity of a reaction container is made small, a miniaturization of offgas treatment equipment which

processes exhaust gas discharged from this reaction container can be attained. And according to such structure, gas for

glass-particles antisticking can be made to blow off into a reaction chamber again, without hurting feelings of a reaction

container.

[0012] moreover, a porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention, if it is A flow guide wall

is prepared in both sides whose burners were pinched within a reaction container, respectively. A path of the rectification style is

formed between these flow guide walls, and means forming of the rectification style which passes a rectification wind from a

burner of this path of the rectification style to the upstream at a porosity optical fiber preform side is established. It can also be

made structure where a gas exit cone of a large number which make gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in a reaction

chamber into a portion of a flow guide wall which counters each portion into which a gas stream and a flame from a burner flow

along with a peripheral wall of a porosity optical fiber preform was prepared.

[0013] Since means forming of the rectification style which passes a rectification wind is prepared in a porosity optical fiber

preform side, it can lead to a burner side, guiding a rectification wind effectively with each flow guide wall, and the upstream can

be made to deposit especially glass particles compounded in a flame of a burner at a tip of a start rod or a porosity optical fiber

preform under uniform environment with this structure from a burner of a path of the rectification style between each flow guide

wall.

[0014] In this case, it is desirable to prepare a gas supply path for glass-particles antisticking which became independent between

each flow guide wall and a wall of a reaction container which counters this, respectively. If it does in this way, the amount of

supply of gas for glass-particles antisticking to many gas exit cones can be adjusted easily.

[0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 and drawing 2 are what showed the 1 st example of the gestalt of the operation in the

porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention, drawing 1 is a drawing of longitudinal

section, and drawing 2 is the A-A line cross section of drawing 1 .

[0016] In this porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation, in the reaction chamber 2 of the reaction container 1, the

glass particles compounded in each flame 3a of the core burner 3 and the clad burner 4 and 4a are made to deposit at the tip of

the start rod 5, and the porosity optical fiber preform 6 is manufactured. In this case, the start rod 5 is grasped with the grasping

implement 8 formed in the lower limit of a driving shaft 7. The opening 9 for performing receipts and payments of the start rod 5

or the porosity optical fiber preform 6 is formed in the upper part of the reaction container 1
.
Opening 9 is closed by the top

cover 10. The hole 1 1 was formed in the top cover 10, and the driving shaft 7 has penetrated free [ rise and fall ] and free

rotation ]. Although not illustrated, a rotation drive is carried out around the axial center by the rolling mechanism established

up, and a driving shaft 7 goes up and down at elevator guard. In order to prevent that atmospheric air enters from a hole 1 1 ,
the

seal gas blow-off means 12 which blows off seal gas is formed in the top cover 10.

[0017] Moreover, in this porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation, the thermal resistance and the

corrosion-resistant flow guide wall 18 which consist of the stainless steel which performed corrosion-proof processing to the

both sides the core burner 3 and whose clad burners 4 were pinched within the reaction container 1 or a quartz, an alumina, etc.

are established, respectively. The path 19 of the rectification style is formed between these flow guide walls 18.

[0018] The means forming 14 of the rectification style which consists of a filter which passes .13 of the rectification style to the

porosity optical fiber preform 6 side through each burners 3 and 4 is formed in the upstream of this path 19 of the rectification

style.

[0019] Air-supply Blois 16 as an air-supply means to send gas, such as air, into the entrance side of the supply means 14 of the

rectification style through a filter 1 5 is arranged in the upper part of the reaction container 1

.

[0020] Moreover, in the reaction container 1, with an each burners 3 and 4 installation-side, on both sides of the porosity optical

fiber preform 6, the exhaust port 17 is established in the opposite side, and the exhaust gas in a reaction chamber 2 is discharged.

As for the reaction container 1, taper section la is prepared towards the exhaust port 17.

[0021] Many gas exit cones 20 which become the portion of the flow guide wall 18 which counters each portion into which the

gas stream and Flames 3a and 4a from each burners 3 and 4 are carried out for about 2 minutes, and flow along with the

peripheral wall of the porosity optical fiber preform 6 from the hole or slit which makes the gas for glass-particles antisticking

blow off in a reaction chamber 2 are formed. Between each flow guide wall 18 and the wall of the reaction container 1 which

counters this, the independent gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking is formed, respectively. The damper 22 as an

airflow adjustment means for adjusting the airflow of the gas for glass-particles antisticking is formed in the entrance of each gas

supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking. The common gas supply room 23 is established in the entrance side of the means

forming 14 of the rectification style, and the entrance side of each gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking.

Atmospheric air is similarly sent into this gas supply room 23 through a filter 15 from air-supply Blois 16 as an air-supply means

with having been shown in drawing 2 .

[0022] Thus, if the flow guide wall 18 is formed in the both sides whose burners 3 and 4 were pinched within the reaction

container 1 and the gas exit cone 20 of a large number which make the gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in a reaction

chamber 2 in these flow guide wall 18 is formed, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at
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the wall side of the reaction container 1 by the gas for glass-particles antisticking which blows off from these gas exit cone 20.

For this reason, even if the capacity of the reaction container 1 is small, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass

particles is carried out at the wall side of the reaction container 1. Moreover, if capacity of the reaction container 1 is made

small, the miniaturization of the offgas treatment equipment which processes the exhaust gas discharged from this reaction

container 1 can be attained. And according to such structure, the gas for glass-particles antisticking can be made to blow off into

a reaction chamber 2 again, without hurting feelings of the reaction container 1

.

[0023] Especially, with this structure, since the means forming 14 of the rectification style which passes 13 of the rectification

style to the porosity optical fiber preform 6 side through burners 3 and 4 at the upstream of the path 19 of the rectification style

between each flow guide wall 18 is established It can lead to burner 3 and 4 side, guiding 13 of the rectification style effectively

with each flow guide wall 18, and the glass particles compounded in flame 3a of burners 3. and 4 and 4a can be made to deposit
| b

at the tip of the start rod 5 or the porosity optical fiber preform 6 under uniform environment

[0024] Moreover, with this structure, since the gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking which became independent

between each flow guide wall 18 and the wall of the reaction container 1 which counters this is formed, respectively, the gas for

glass-particles antisticking to many gas exit cones 20 can be supplied easily. Furthermore, as shown in drawing 2 , even if gas is

supplied to each gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking, and the means forming 14 of the rectification style in

common from air-supply Blois 16 which is a common air-supply means, the rate of flow of the gas for glass-particles antisticking

which blows off from each gas exit cone 20 can be easily adjusted by changing the angle of the damper 22 formed in the entrance

side of each gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking, respectively.

[0025] Drawing 3 is the cross section which shows the 2nd example of the gestalt of the operation in the porosity optical fiber

preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention. In addition, the same sign is attached and shown in drawing 1 and VO
drawing 2 which were mentioned above, and a corresponding portion.

[0026] He is trying not to open the gas supply room 23 and each gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking for free

passage in this porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation. The gas for glass-particles antisticking of the optimal

flow rate is supplied to each gas supply path 21 for glass-particles antisticking from another gas supply opening 24 for

glass-particles antisticking prepared in the side wall of the reaction container 1 corresponding to the gas supply path 21 for these

glass-particles antisticking.

[0027] Other configurations have the same composition as the 1st example of the gestalt of operation shown in drawing 1 and

drawing 2 .

[0028] If it is made such a configuration, it will become easy to adjust separately, the airflow of 13 of the rectification style

supplied to burners 3 and 4 from the means forming 14 of the rectification style and the airflow of the gas for glass-particles

antisticking which blows off from each gas exit cone 20 so that each may become the optimal. ^

[0029] In addition, although a filter 15 is installed in the upper part of the gas supply room 23 and atmospheric air was supplied

to the gas supply room 23 from the upper part in drawing 1 , a filter 1 5 can be installed in the left side by drawing 1 , and

atmospheric air can also be horizontally supplied to the gas supply room 23.

[0030] Moreover, the gas supply room 23 may be wide opened in atmospheric air, instead may connect a suction means to an

exhaust port 17, and may form 13 of the rectification style like the example shown in drawing 4 .

[0031]

[Effect of the Invention] the porosity optical fiber preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention ~ if it is, since it

prepared the flow guide wall in the both sides whose burners were pinched within the reaction container and the gas exit cone of

a large number which make the gas for glass-particles antisticking blow off in a reaction chamber in these flow guide wall is

prepared, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at the wall side of a reaction container by

the gas for glass-particles antisticking which blows off from these gas exit cone. For this reason, even if the capacity of a reaction

container is small, it can prevent that the adhesion deposition of the glass particles is carried out at the wall side of a reaction

container. Moreover, if capacity of a reaction container is made small, the miniaturization of the offgas treatment equipment

which processes the exhaust gas discharged from this reaction container can be attained. Moreover, since the amount of the

air-conditioned atmospheric air used can be decreased, an air conditioner can also be miniaturized and air-conditioning cost also

becomes cheap. And according to such structure, the gas for glass-particles antisticking can be made to blow off into a reaction

chamber again, without hurting feelings of a reaction container.

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
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1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.***"* shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are riot translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the drawing of longitudinal section of the 1st example of the gestalt of the operation in the porosity optical fiber

preform manufacturing installation concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the A-A line cross section of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is the cross-sectional view of the 2nd example of the gestalt of the operation in the porosity optical fiber preform

manufacturing installation concerning this invention.

[Drawing 41 It is the cross-sectional view having shown the outline configuration of the conventional porosity optical fiber

preform manufacturing installation.

[Description ofNotations]

1 Reaction Container

2 Reaction Chamber

3 Core Burner

3 a Flame

4 Clad Burner

4a Flame

5 Start Rod
6 Porosity Optical Fiber Preform

7 Driving Shaft

8 Grasping Implement

9 Opening

1 0 Top Cover

11 Hole

12 Seal Gas Biow-OffMeans

1 3 Rectification Wind
14 Means Forming of the Rectification Style

14a Straightening vane

15 Filter

1 6 Air-Supply Blois (Air-Supply Means)

1 7 Exhaust Port

18 Flow Guide Wall

1 9 Path of the Rectification Style

20 Gas Exit Cone

21 Gas Supply Path for Glass-Particles Antisticking

22 Damper (Airflow Adjustment Means)

23 Gas Supply Room
24 Gas Supply Opening for Glass-Particles Antisticking

[Translation done.]
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vessel even if the volume of

this reaction vessel is small.

SOLUTION: The porous optical fiber preform 6 is

produced by depositing the
glass particulates synthesized in flames 3a, 4a of

burners 3, 4 on a starting
rod 5 within the reaction chamber 2 of the reaction
vessel 1 . The reaction
vessel 1 is provided with a discharge port 17 on the

side opposite to the
installation side of the burners 3, 4 across the

porous optical fiber preform 6

to discharge the waste gases in the reaction chamber

2 . The reaction chamber 2

is internally provided with flow guide walls 18

respectively on both sides
across the burners 3, 4. These flow guide walls 18

are provided with many gas
blow-off ports 20 for blowing off a gas for

preventing glass particulate
adhesion into the reaction chamber 2.
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